
BTBT--Q818 Q818 eXtremeeXtreme

EExperience the strongest xperience the strongest 
GPS power on EarthGPS power on Earth

Super 51Super 51--CH Performance BluetoothCH Performance Bluetooth®®

GPSGPS



WWhat you get fromhat you get from
BTBT--Q818 Q818 eXtremeeXtreme

•• Same Performance and Battery Life as Same Performance and Battery Life as 
Q818Q818

Super 51Super 51--CH PerformanceCH Performance

32hrs Battery Life32hrs Battery Life



More Package Contents than you More Package Contents than you 
can imaginecan imagine



Two additional features exceed Two additional features exceed 
your expectationyour expectation

•• Cable GPSCable GPS

•• eXtremeeXtreme Sports ModeSports Mode



Cable GPSCable GPS
A wired GPS way connecting to A wired GPS way connecting to 

Laptop by USB connectivityLaptop by USB connectivity



What is
eXtreme Sports Mode

eXtremeeXtreme Sports Mode stands for Sports Mode stands for 
a situation when you adjusta situation when you adjust
BTBT--Q818 Q818 eXtremeeXtreme to a 5Hz to a 5Hz 
update rate receiverupdate rate receiver



What is update rate?What is update rate?

Update Rate means the rate of GPS Update Rate means the rate of GPS 
seeking for satellite signals. seeking for satellite signals. 

•• 1Hz stands for GPS seeking for 1Hz stands for GPS seeking for 
satellite signals 1 time per second.satellite signals 1 time per second.

•• 5Hz stands for GPS seeking for 5Hz stands for GPS seeking for 
satellite signals 5 time per second.satellite signals 5 time per second.



Why should I use it?Why should I use it?

•• The position update with 5hz BTThe position update with 5hz BT--Q818 Q818 
eXtremeeXtreme will be more accurate will be more accurate 
compared to 1hz BTcompared to 1hz BT--Q818 Q818 eXtremeeXtreme at at 
high speed which can reduce display high speed which can reduce display 
delay and navigation errors on curvy delay and navigation errors on curvy 
routes.routes.

•• It doesnIt doesn’’t consume more power at all.t consume more power at all.



When should I use it?When should I use it?

The The eXtremeeXtreme Sports Mode can be used by:Sports Mode can be used by:
•• Road racersRoad racers
•• AutocrossersAutocrossers
•• Circle track racersCircle track racers
•• MotorcyclesMotorcycles
•• BoatsBoats
•• AviationAviation



How to use it?How to use it?
•• The Driver CD accompanies a small The Driver CD accompanies a small 

Utility Tool which allows further Utility Tool which allows further 
adjustment toward BTadjustment toward BT--Q818 Q818 eXtremeeXtreme
via USB connectionvia USB connection


